TOPICS
»» Why virtual reality won’t become the consumer
technology everyone thinks, and how that will
impact location-based entertainment
»» Best practices for designing and operating
location-based VR attractions
»» Technology trends impacting location-based
entertainment and what to do about them
»» Designing and marketing products and
experiences for Millennial audiences.
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B

ob Cooney is the world’s leading
authority on the location-based virtual
reality (LBVR) business, having been
an innovator in immersive entertainment for
nearly 30 years. Bob frequently contributes
to Replay Magazine as their technology
editor and is a thought leader who travels
the world seeking out the best and worst that
virtual reality has to offer. He is a frequent
keynote speaker at VR and amusement
industry conferences and is a renowned and
skilled moderator.
Bob has authored several controversial white
papers on the application and implication
of immersive technology and is the author of
the upcoming book “Surfing the Third Wave
of VR”, a look backwards and forwards to
how virtual reality is changing the locationbased entertainment industry.
Bob runs an online private LBVR mentoring
group with hundreds of active members, and
constantly interviews the leading innovators
in the VR industry to uncover insights that will
help operators and solution providers create
meaningful, profitable and sustainable
businesses utilizing virtual and augmented
reality technology. He also mentors early
stage companies with emerging virtual
reality solutions on how to connect with
the amusement market, as well as larger
operators who are looking to select the
best virtual reality solutions for their business
model and audience.
Bob has built a career as a serial
entrepreneur, innovating on the bleeding

edge of technology and location-based
entertainment. As the founder and CEO of
the first successful laser tag company, Laser
Storm, Bob partnered with Edison Brothers
Mall Entertainment in the early 90’s to
create the world’s first laser tag and virtual
reality arcades in malls across America. He
later joined the founding executive team
of Global VR, where he introduced the
first commercially successful virtual reality
arcade game, the “VR Vortek”, and the first
successfully licensed AAA PC-based arcade
game, “EA Sports PGA Tour Golf”.
Cooney went on to become VP of marketing
and business development of Ecast, who
introduce the world’s first broadbandenabled digital jukeboxes, and COO
of NTN Buzztime, the networked trivia
game company where he launched the
restaurant industry’s most successful restaurant
entertainment system into chains like Buffalo
Wild Wings.
Cooney is a vocal proponent of
introducing human-centered design into the
amusement industry to create entertainment
experiences that really resonate with
millennial audiences. Millennials are the
largest population cohort, and their values
are drastically different than previous
generations. The disconnect between the
Boomer / GenX power structure, and their
largest customer base, threatens the viability
of many segments of the location-based
entertainment industry.

SELECT SPEAKING EXPERIENCE:
* The Future of Immersive Leisure (FOIL):
Alternative Content for VR Arcades and
Best Practices for VR Arcades
(Las Vegas, NV) - May 16-18, 2018
* Amusement Expo - VR Summit:
Curated 1st full-day of VR panels/keynote
(Las Vegas, NV) - Feb. 27, 2018
* IMERSA (Immersive Media):
Keynote speech
(Columbus, OH) - Feb. 26, 2017
* EAG Expo International:
What VR Games Work Best for You
(London, UK) – Jan 17-19, 2017
* IAAPA 2017:
Hot, New Attractions: What's Right for FECs?
(Orlando, FL) - Nov. 16, 2017
* Greenlight VR Strategy Conference:
Issues and Strategies for LBE Centers
(San Francisco, CA) – Oct. 25, 2017
* IAAPA Webinar:
VR Products for Family Entertainment Centers
October 11, 2017

UPCOMING EVENTS:
IATP (International Trampoline Park Show):
VR Panelist
(Fort Lauderdale, FL) - Sept 16-18, 2018
VR Days Europe:
Curating location based entertainment content
(Amsterdam, NL) - Oct 25-26, 2018
IAAPA 2018:
VR Panelist
(Orlando, FL) - Nov. 12-16, 2018
Amusement Expo - VR Summit 2019
Curating full-day of VR panels/keynote
(Las Vegas, NV) - Mar. 26, 2019

